
Grade1 
a ball come had his 

look on to you all 

be dear has I me 

put up am big did 

hat in my run us 

and book do have is 

no see was are boy 

for he it not so 

we at can go her 

like of the yes  

 



 

Grade 2 
about but from got house 
make over school then this 
were will after by get 
here how now play some 
there time what with back 
down going him know our 
said that they very when 
your came eat good home 
little out saw them thing 
went which an as if 
 



Grade 3 
afternoon again always because both 
cents does ever fine gone 
anything alone another been brother 
coming done every flower ground 
something along basket before card 
could don’t fall garden grow 
any buy egg far few 
I’m lay Mr. Mrs. set 
ice cream hand hope just less 
meat more never outside shall 
spring nothing hard horse kind 
light meet most often paper 
small summer something head inside 
knew love mine much once 
please soap sure half high 
jump land many Miss must 
pony seen soon too their 
tonight until why yet these 
town upon wish think tries 
well would thought under while 
write     
 



Grade 4 
breakfast across anyone board brought 

caught dollars everything friend getting 

couldn’t afraid began bottom build 

cross enough field front grade 

country almost being bridge built 

doesn’t everybody finger fruit group 

busy cook drew easy fair 

I’ll its kill nose own 

haven’t hurry laugh  learned might 

mouth nearly pencil road second 

someone herself isn’t laughed lesson 

minute music number picture rope 

shining spent himself kept learn 

lovely money myself others quick 

same sick stories hungry knife 

lunch maybe month named park 

quite shoot south strong swimming 

tired wait wouldn’t   
 
 



Grade 5 
against aren’t birth close dirt 
empty family forty heart instead 
keys laid merry already beauty 
break clothes dozen enjoy farther 
gentle heavy iron knit listen 
mountain answer beginning captain cousin 
earth even figure grown hoping 
ironing knock lose needle anybody 
believe chose dies else except 
finished guess hurried juice known 
losing nobody pitcher quarter remember 
seemed slow surely thousand travel 
vacation weigh woman arrowhead friendly 
paid plane quiet rich sew 
somebody surprise thread truck valley 
wheel women awhile hobby parade 
pleasant raise rule shore study 
themselves through truly village whisper 
young discontinue pause parties poem 
real says shoulder sugar they’re 
tongue unless wear whistle announcer 
disorderly paid wishes fiction sequel 
beaches experimenting sketches gleaming meteor 
accent predicate subject action fellow 
wore adventure folk tale tide church 
watches lagoon nimble hyphen prefix 
suffix boulder geography worn booklet 
magazine tied crashed glasses ember 
lightning nymph object pronounce verb 
combining history can’t bookmark nonsense 
axes equipped inches gaily merrily 
sacred phrase root writing driven 
rodeo didn’t drawn recess careless 
flew we’ll fearless marionette uncomfortable 
histories it’s ladies onions pair 
that’s wasn’t weren’t cities directory 
flashes flown ours she’ll wives 
bare displease feat hear joyfully 
uncertain poster    

 



Grade 6 
ache breath choose course double 
envelope flour garage honest knight 
material also burned chosen curtain 
dying excuse foreign haul jewels 
knot mention among certain comb 
decorate either fancy freight heavier 
journey length missed awful chief 
cough doctor engineer fault furniture 
hero knee machine mixed motor 
ninth ought past police quarrel 
rough several square suppose thirsty 
ugly welcome naughty noisy owe 
pattern promise really scratch sign 
station taught towel united weather 
neighbor obey palace person prove 
receive satisfy since stretch telephone 
trouble vegetable width ninety opposite 
parents piece puzzle review secret 
special sudden theater tying wander 
frequent responsible circulate lives saunter 
information publish countries horses whose 
responsive vocal designed instructor trophy 
desks mood consult instance repeatedly 
dolls leaves oral sensible voice 
barometer meter telegraph disgusted instruct 
alphabet library suddenly adverb preposition 
topic century moderate thermometer dread 
moreover detail notice written alphabetical 
pronoun verse forecast phonograph depart 
farthest nervously firmly practice abbreviation 
breve punctuate humidity seldom disclosed 
however scarcely frequently smoothly adjective 
macron stanza wonderful wreck display 
observed vertical graphic photograph discontinued 
mispronouncing saddle hobbies mice orator 
visible wrist forceful request attractive 
inquiring query guest nature autos 
hoofs there’s respond vision zone 
 



Grade 7 
absence allowed argument avoid business 
choice continue develop disappoint eastern 
entire exercise accept all right athletics 
benefit calendar circle courage difference 
disapprove edge escape famous account 
anxious attempt beyond central column 
deceive different distance education especially 
favorite advise appreciate attention brief 
chapter condition decision direction easily 
electric excellent generally genius hospital 
language manufacture national perhaps process 
scissors silence stationery studying using 
volume grammar immediate liberty meant 
necessary planned regular seize sincerely 
stomach television usually weight height 
inquire locate measure occur pleasure 
reserve separate splendid straight together 
valuable whether honor instrument loose 
model operation position science serious 
stationary strength uniform victory acquainted 
activity interest secretary discussing problem 
astonishing legend tale custom official 
expensive similar advice memory attentive 
important temporary folklore literary celebrate 
entertainment proclaim fads slang directions 
nominate belief judge values heritage 
literature celebration festival series fortune 
sounds experience president committee opinion 
assembly inherit program connect holiday 
decoration saving speech suitable description 
illustrations automobile highway signal contest 
occupation apostrophe homonym summary chorus 
everyday modifier bicycle intersection slogan 
exhibit reply consonant index syllable 
colorful feelings poet caution precaution 
collection investment sample contraction outline 
synonym describe poetry crossing safety 
complete museum understand paragraph voice 
vowel     
 



Grade 8 
accurate agreeable anxiety atmosphere bureau 
certainly companion compromise convenience counter 
declaration detective disappear electricity acknowledge 
allegiance apologize attorney candidate circulation 
complain conference corporation courtesy dessert 
diameter discourage employer adjourn altitude 
artificial automatic ceremony civilization completely 
congratulate council curiosity destruction dining 
distribution endeavor equipment existence gradually 
hesitate institution internal legislative mortgage 
nuisance ordinary plainly preliminary prosperous 
received eventually experiment handsome imagine 
interested isle marriage naturally objection 
parliament politics prominent publication relieve 
execute governor harmony indifferent interesting 
knowledge marvelous negative opposition petition 
postscript propose realize representative republic 
sanitary substantial sympathy tendency accurately 
conversing listeners who’s conserving household 
precede authority convenient revolution satisfaction 
successful technical utensil acquaintance discussion 
organizing broadcast co-operating 

(cooperating) 
 humorist 

preferred community descendant route senate 
suggestion temperature voluntary classify introduce 
unacquainted conserve observer promptly consulted 
historian historical source admiration characters 
reference bibliography conjunction encyclopedia proofread 
achievement epidemic independent buildings convincingly 
inhabitant accompanying appreciation identify variety 
complex definition foreword subheading career 
future sanitation competition government interview 
achieve author purpose antecedent compound 
diacritical interrogative accuracy conclude improvement 
scenery conservation maintain materials resources 
Catalog 
(catalogue) 

  evaporate nonfiction complimentary 

informal positive natural abundant classification 
inability research correspondence invitation signature 
protection biography discovery invention comparative 
courteous librarian superlative   



Grade 9 
appellate  cuckoo   illiteracy   leisure  lyricist   nurture   precious   straight   
 malice   cursor   impasse  levy   macaroni   nutritious  principal   strength   
accessible   cymbal  impede  liaison  machete  obelisk   python   successor 
accommodate  debris    incense  indictment  magnificent   obituary   quartz   suede  
accordion   deceive   incessant  inertia  mahogany   oblique  quirk   superintendent  
atrium  deductible incite   inevitable   maim   oblivious  racquetball  supervisor  
automaton  defendant  graffiti   inflammable  maintenance   obvious   ramble  sword  
baboon   detached  grammar    influenza  malaria  omission   rapport   tackle   
barrette  dialogue  gruel   innate  malign  orator   rapture   tailor   
bassoon  dictionary   guild   innocence   malleable   orchestra   ravine   tantrum  
bazaar   discernible   hackney   instinct  manacle  orchid   reactor   teethe   
beige  distraught   haggard   intercede   marina  ordinance  receipt   theme   
Benign doubt   Hallow invincible  maroon  outweigh  receive   toad   
bizarre   dough  harass   irritable  martyr pact   recite   toast  
bobbin   drought  harlequin   issue   massacre   pageant   recommend  toboggan   
bonsai  elite   hassle  italicize  mauve   palate   reduce   tombstone  
bough   embarrass  havoc  jackknife   mayonnaise   pantry   refugee   tough  
bouillon  ensign   hearken     jaguar  maze   papaya   regular   tricycle   
bouquet   entourage   hearth   jamb  meager paprika  relieve   typewriter  
butte   entrepreneur  heifer  jealous   mechanical   paraffin reservoir   ukulele   
cache  etiquette   helix   jeer  mediocre   parallel   resign   unanswerable   
calendar façade   hemisphere   jeopardy   melancholy  parcel  review   unconscious   
camaraderie  farce   hiatus  jostle   memoir   parfait   rhyme   vacuum  
campaign  fatigue  hideous   journal  metaphor   partial   rhythm   vanilla  
canvass  faucet   hindrance  judgmental   militia   particle   rumor villain  
carafe  feasible  hippopotamus  judicious  mirth  patience   scene  warranty   
caribou   fiery  hoax   junction    miscellaneous  peddle  scent   weigh   
cataclysm  Finesse hobnob   karate   mischievous pedestrian  schedule   wield   
caterpillar  finicky   hodgepodge   katydid   miscue  pension   scheme  yacht   
cellist   flaunt   homily   kayak   miserable  perceive   scholar   yolk 
cemetery   fledgling  honeycomb   kerosene   mistletoe   perceptive  science     
census  floe  horizon   khaki  moccasin  perplex  scissors     
census   flourish horrendous   kidnapped   moderator  personnel  seize     
chameleon   flue   humiliate   kiln   modify  petite  shepherd     
charisma  foray  humongous   kiwi   monarch  piccolo   sheriff    
chauffeur  Forbear  hurrah   knack   monitor   pickle   shield     
cliché   fugue  hustle   knead   morale  plague  siege     
conscious  furlough   hyacinth   knowledge  mortgage   plaque   sigh     
consommé   galloping   hybrid   knuckle  mosquito   plateau  sight     
cough   Gauge hygiene  lacquer  myriad  plural  sign     
counsel   gerbil   hymn  laud  myth   pollute   sincere     
coyote   geyser  hyperbole  libelous  naïve  populace   site     
crescent   glitch   icon  lieutenant   nausea    possess   soccer     
crochet  glower   illegible  limousine   nectar   posterior   source     



croquet   gnarl  lectern  lubricant noble  potency   spaghetti     
crouton  gorilla  lecture  lucid  nocturnal   precede   stationary    
crypt   gourmet  legible  luminous  novice   precinct  stature     

 


